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On the 75th Anniversary of the Bombing of Hiroshima

Prologue: Operation Castle

In the opening months of 1954 a Japanese fishing vessel called
Lucky Dragon Number Five was chasing schools of tuna across the
Pacific Ocean when the 23-person crew lost most of their
trawling nets in rough seas, prompting them to change course to
return to their home port of Yaizu, cutting a straight line
across the 19th parallel in the vicinity of the Marshal
Islands. Little did they know that this sudden change of course
would put them on a direct path for an ill-fated run-in with a
top-secret U.S. military program known as “Operation Castle.”

I step to the side slightly to read the next panel.

The U.S. military broadcast a danger zone to all nearby ships,
which the Lucky Dragon avoided, but the “Castle Bravo” test
device, an attempt to develop an atomic bomb that utilized dry
fusion lithium-6 instead of plutonium, was twice as powerful as
the upper-range of the scientists’ predictions, and fallout in
the form of radioactive ash rained down across a broad swath of
the Pacific.

All 23 members of the Lucky Dragon’s crew were exposed and
later hospitalized for acute radiation poisoning. Kuboyama
Aikichi, the boat’s radioman, died a few months later. An
unknown man from a small fishing village, his funeral was
attended by over 400,000 people. There was widespread shock and
outrage in Japan that U.S. nuclear weapons could still kill
civilians ten years after the bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.

What caused an even greater uproar, however, was the tuna.
Because before anyone had realized what had happened, the Lucky
Dragon unloaded its catch of tuna, which was distributed to
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markets across Japan. And what was more, using the expanded
fallout radius, it was estimated that as many as 100 fishing
vessels may have been affected. There was a radioactive tuna
scare.

Scientists with Geiger counters became a common sight at fish
markets across Japan, checking for radiation. Tuna sales
plummeted and sat rotting in large piles. Tractors pushed tuna
into mass graves across the country.

After some debate, the U.S. government paid the widow of
Kuboyama $2,800. Unlike human life, the value of the spoiled
tuna was easier to calculate due to market prices, you could
weigh the tuna and understand its value, and the U.S.
government paid Japanese fisheries around $2M dollars in
exchange for future indemnity. There was one condition: the
surviving 22 crew members of the Lucky Dragon could not be
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called hibakusha, the special designation given to the
survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, with access to special
health care and government benefits. The Japanese government
agreed.

Operation Castle itself was an unqualified success and led to
the production of the first hydrogen bomb, the most destructive
weapon in human history.

Later, in October of that same year, a film was released
partially inspired by the Lucky Dragon incident and the
radioactive tuna. The film was called Godzilla.

Lucky Dragon Number Five is on permanent display at the Tokyo
Metropolitan Daigo Fukuryumaru Exhibition Hall. After reading
the exhibit plaques, I stood and stared at the boat for a long
time and, when no one was looking, I reached out and touched
the hull. Last I checked, it is open from 9:30AM to 4PM and is
closed on Mondays, unless a national holiday falls on a Monday,
in which case it remains open and is closed the following
Tuesday. Admission is free.

Part One: New Horizons

I arrived in Japan fifty years later in the summer of 2005
holding an envelope stuffed thick with yen from the U.S.
Department of State and a signed letter of congratulations from
then Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. The letter told me
that my proposal had been accepted, and I was going to spend
the year studying comparative literature at Hiroshima
University as a Fulbright Scholar.

I opened and read the letter in the sunny living room of our
apartment in Santa Barbara. K, we were recently engaged at the
time, stood next to me, excited. At the time she had only lived
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in the U.S. for about five years of her life, and the prospect
of spending our first year of marriage in another country
didn’t phase her.

Hiroshima, was my first thought after the initial excitement
passed, bloody hell.

I did not choose Hiroshima, but a professor at Hiroshima
University liked my proposal and chose to sponsor me. That was
how the program worked. My new advisor, T-sensei, the letter
said, was the President of the William Faulkner Society of
Japan. The only such active society outside of Mississippi,
they hosted conferences and published an annual literary
journal. Why exactly this was the case was the subject of my
proposed research.

The previous semester, through a complete accident, the kind of
accident that alters the course of one’s life, I stumbled upon
a book called Faulkner at Nagano in the stacks of the UC Santa
Barbara university library. I was researching for my senior
thesis at the time, on William Faulkner’s Light in August, and
while looking for a different book, found professor Robert
Jelliffe’s account of Faulkner’s trip to Japan in August 1955.
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I opened the book and read the back flap.

Robert A. Jelliffe
Fulbright Lecturer in Literature
Kobe College
February, 1956

Fulbright, huh. Come to think of it, what on earth am I going
to do next year with a degree in English Literature and a minor
in Japanese? I dropped out of my computer science program a few
years earlier to pursue languages and literature, which I
loved, but with graduation around the corner, I did not have a
lot of job opportunities lined up, unlike my computer science
friends, who couldn’t walk into a room without being offered a
job. This was 2004 and Google had just IPO’d a few months
earlier. So I wrote a research proposal about Faulkner’s time
in Japan and I applied.

Nine months later we sold everything we owned and fit the rest
into two large suitcases, with a sort of careless abandon,
because how can you pack for a whole year?, and boarded the 11-
hour flight to Tokyo. After three days of meetings, my class of
11 set off for different corners of Japan, and we headed to
Hiroshima.

Shortly after my arrival in the city I was disappointed to
learn that the main campus of Hiroshima University, which
included the Department of Literature, had moved from the city
center out to the neighboring town of Saijo about ten years
prior. Saijo was a quiet, almost desolate place, famous for two
things, mosquito-infested rice paddies and an annual sake
festival. I first learned the Japanese word inaka (something
between “the sticks“ and “the boonies“) from someone describing
Saijo to me.
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During orientation week I was shown the on-campus housing for
international students, and the thought of living in a dark,
concrete apartment building in the middle of nowhere was so
overwhelmingly depressing that I did something unconscionable
to the university administration, who never forgave me for as
long as I lived in Japan, I said, ”no thank you” and told them
I would find my own apartment, in the city center, and commute
two hours a day to class. I also turned down the free Japanese
language classes offered to me, something I will never regret,
because who wants to learn a foreign language in a classroom
with 15 others who barely speak it, when you can walk the
streets and learn from anyone you meet?

Around this same time I met H-san, a fellow student in my
graduate seminar who was assigned to be my ”buddy“ and help me
settle into life in Japan. In addition to studying William
Faulkner as a member of the Faulkner Society of Japan, H-san
had memorized several Led Zeppelin guitar solos to perfection
and enjoyed drinking dry Japanese beer and eating oysters,
preferably at the same time. We quickly became friends.

H-san also had a rebellious streak, and although he never
mentioned it, I could tell that he took a certain satisfaction
in helping me defy the school administration and escape what he
called “the international student ghetto”, by helping me sign
my own apartment lease, open a Japanese bank account, navigate
the health insurance system, and so on.

And so I was able to spend most of my days walking up and down
the streets of Hiroshima with no particular aim, a city built
on a delta, with dozens of stone bridges, outdoor cafes, and
leafy bike paths. Hiroshima is consistently voted one of the
best cities to live in Japanese surveys, often taking top marks
in “best quality of life”. And because it was all so new and
exciting, I think, and I was young and life had mainly been
good to me, I was able to overcome my usual shyness and talk to
the people I met in the shops and on the street.
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In America, and most of the world, Hiroshima is known for one
thing. But in Japan, it is famous for many things, one of them
being the yakuza, who flourished in the black markets of post-
war Japan. Starting with Fukasaku Kinji’s Battles without Honor
and Humanity series in the 1960s, the Hiroshima accent I would
pick up on the streets, previously associated with farmers and
rural life, became associated with organized crime, similar to
the vaguely New Jersey accent from The Sopranos or any number
of films by Martin Scorsese. From Japanese friends who are not
from Hiroshima, I’m told I speak a very strange Japanese,
bookish and peppered with literary terms, but with the accent
of either a farmer or a gangster.
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In the small graduate student seminar I attended twice a week I
often felt like a fraud, a Canadian-American from California
who had never in his life been to Mississippi.

In the midst of the thick, literary Japanese that I understood
perhaps 50% of during the best of times, especially at the
beginning, I strained all my senses and forced myself to follow
along, staring at lips, squinting in concentration, when T-
sensei would suddenly turn to me and ask, in English, “Luke-
san, can you explain what is verbena to us?”

The entire class stopped, dead silent, and turned to me,
waiting. I looked back at them. I had no idea what verbena was,
a plant of some kind?

(“An Odor of Verbena“ is one of the short stories from
Faulkner’s The Unvanquished, and it is a purple flower native
to the American South).

My classmates asked me what Spanish moss, described by Faulkner
hanging from the Southern trees, smelled like. They wanted to
feel each foreign word. And for this, I was useless. They were
foreign to me as well. I had no idea what Spanish moss smelled
like. I had never seen Spanish moss before in my life.

I wanted to engage on a more conceptual level. I thought it was
fascinating that Japan was the only place in the world outside
of Mississippi to publish an annual Faulkner journal. That, in
1949, when the U.S. State Department was fighting communism by
paying to send Charlie Parker to play jazz in Berlin, for
example, they asked a group of Japanese professors which
American author they wanted to see come to Japan, and the
professors unanimously chose Faulkner.

Over time, and as a result of my research, my interviews with
professors, and my attendance at Faulkner-related conferences
in Japan, I began to form a narrative in my head that made the
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most sense to me. What follows is a brief summary of my thesis,
which was published in the ”Hiroshima University Journal of
Ethnic Literature”.

Part Two: A Theory on Faulkner and Japan (A Brief Summary)

In Japan prior to WWII, American literature was viewed as
provincial and not very cultured compared to the great authors
of Europe — Flaubert and Dostoyevsky were two favorites. Then,
for a period starting in the 1930s, rampant nationalism saw all
foreign books viewed with great suspicion, at first discouraged
from being read and then outright banned. On top of this, the
libraries in most major Japanese cities were burned to the
ground during the war, and following the war, paper shortages
saw the publishing industry suffer for a long time. It’s
difficult for us to imagine in the age of the internet, but
scholars of foreign literature had gone decades without access
to these books.

The first influx of foreign literature was the books brought
over by the occupying American Army. One of these books was the
influential The Portable Faulkner by editor Malcom Crowley,
published in 1946. An anthology of short stories and excerpts
from longer novels, the book was a best-seller and cemented
Faulkner’s place in American literary history. By carefully
choosing the stories and laying them out chronologically rather
than the order in which Faulkner originally published them, and
placing then within the context of the fictitious Yoknapatawpha
County that Faulkner created, hand-drawn maps included, Crowley
connected the dots for readers and made Faulkner’s writing
accessible. The book contributed to Faulkner winning the Nobel
Prize in Literature in 1949.

This was the context in which Japanese scholars rediscovered
Faulkner in the late 1940s. That group of scholars and writers
included Kawabata Yasunari, who would go on to become the first
Japanese person as well as the first non-Westerner to win the
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Nobel Prize in Literature in 1963. Additionally, Kenzaburo Oe,
the second Japanese writer to win the Nobel Prize, wrote that
the alternate version of Shikoku (the smallest of the four main
Japanese islands) many of his novels take place in was inspired
by Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha. One explanation I had heard from
other members of the William Faulkner Society of Japan was that
in 1954 they simply wanted tips from Faulkner on how to win a
Nobel Prize for Japan. I felt there was something deeper.

From Faulkner at Nagano:

Student: Now, Mr. Faulkner, the South of your country and
Japan have something in common, that is, an old tradition.
You seem to have much interest in the old tradition of
Japan. Now what aspect of our tradition do you find
homogeneous with yours?

Faulkner: We had at one time a tradition of an aristocracy
something like the Japanese samurai, and also a peasantry
which was somewhat like the Japanese peasantry, that was the
connection I saw between our two peoples to make us
understand one another possibly.
(p. 85–86)

Sakanishi: “In this morning’s Asahi [newspaper] you
mentioned the fact that in Mississippi you have a family, a
big family — it was translated as ‘kazoku’ — for whom you
are responsible, and that interested the Japanese very much.
Could you tell us something about it?”

Faulkner: “Yes, we are country people and we have never had
too much in material possessions because 60 or 70 years ago
we were invaded and we were conquered. So we have been
thrown back on ourselves not only for entertainment but
certain amount of defense. We have to be clannish just like
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the people in the Scottish highlands, each springing to
defend his own blood whether it be right or wrong.”
(p. 192)

What did Japanese readers find in The Portable Faulkner in
1946? A tale of a proud culture who had just suffered defeat in
war, a culture with strong family ties and a tradition that
connected them to their lands, with generals who would kill
themselves rather than suffer the shame of defeat, who were now
being occupied by a Yankee army who did not understand them or
care to understand them. I thought I could see the appeal of
stories like that in post-war Japan.

When I presented the above, a year’s worth of research and
writing, to my advisor T-sensei, he chuckled to himself and
told me it was an interesting theory but probably wrong.
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Part Three

When I visited H-san’s parents’ house for the first and only
time, his mother gave me a giant plastic shopping bag filled
with onions from their garden, and his father, embarrassed I
think at his lack of a gift, walked into his study and came out
carrying a round, bronze paperweight, green with the patina of
age, the kind used to commemorate graduations or anniversaries
in Japan, and gave it to me. I protested sufficiently, but in
the end I accepted. On the back is written, “Hiroshima
University Department of Letters, March 1981” which
coincidentally is the year I was born.

I once asked H-san about the memorial ceremony held on August
6th each year.

“I’ve never been,” H-san said. He was born in Hiroshima.

“Really?” I asked.

“My parents have been before — maybe a long time ago. It’s so
hot and humid in August. Even at 8am it’s 30 degrees (85
degrees F). No one from Hiroshima really goes to that. It’s for
outsiders.”

For decades after the bombing people lied about being from
Hiroshima. A stigma formed around the survivors of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki as many of them left their cities to seek refuge
in other parts of Japan. And when they arrived they were often
treated as lepers. No one wanted to marry someone from
Hiroshima or Nagasaki and risk deformed children. And because
radiation and heredity were not well understood, and still
aren’t, the refugees’s children and grandchildren were viewed
with suspicion as well. And so the people of Hiroshima stayed
out of the spotlight and just wanted to move on with their
lives. As nuclear deproliferation became a global political
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movement, politicians from Tokyo descended on Hiroshima each
year to give speeches, while the locals often stayed home on
those hot August mornings.

At the final goodbye party of the semester, the American
literature graduate seminar at Hiroshima University sang “We
are the World” together — an international student tradition.

We are the world
We are the children
We are the ones who make a brighter day, so let’s start
giving
There’s a choice we’re making
We’re saving our own lives
It’s true we’ll make a better day, just you and me

K decided to head home early (early meaning around midnight)
while the rest of us set out to maximize our remaining all-you-
can-drink time and minimize the karaoke bar’s profit margins.
She took the train home and asked me to look after her bike,
which was parked outside.
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In the wee hours, goodbyes were said, people bowed deeply, a
few tears were discreetly hidden behind handkerchiefs, and H-
san and I set off together. I located K’s bike in the lot but
there was a problem: the back wheel was locked and I didn’t
have the key. H-san and I lifted the bike from its parking spot
but we couldn’t push it due to the back wheel being locked, so
we lifted it up over the fence at the back of the lot, two very
drunk students who absolutely did not look like they were
stealing a bike.

H-san and I half-push, half-carry the bicycle down the
thankfully mostly vacant streets of Hiroshima. We stop
frequently to set the bicycle down and rest.

We speak in the winding Japanese manner that I had become
accustomed to during my time there. In Japanese, since
directness is impolite, if you want something you sort of drops
hints until the other person makes your suggestion for you.

“This is tiring work,” I would say.

“Yes, it certainly is!”

“We’ll probably have to take a break now and then.”

“Should we set the bicycle down and rest?”

“Yes, let’s do that,” I say, relieved.

We set the bicycle down.

I spy a vending machine nearby that sells Lucky Strike
cigarettes.

“I don’t usually smoke,“ I say, ”but sometimes late at night a
cigarette tastes nice, doesn’t it?”
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“Yes, you know I think the same thing myself.”

“Carrying this bicycle all this way, a smoke break might be
nice.”

“Should we buy a pack of cigarettes from that vending machine
over there?” H-san suggests.

And so on.

After an indeterminable amount of time, as time flows very
differently after 3 hours of all-you-can-drink karaoke, we walk
past a ramen shop that we have both been to several times and
drop all linguistic ceremony.

“Ramen?”

“Yes.”

“What should we do with the bike?” I ask.

“We can just leave it outside, can’t we?”

“Will it be safe?”

“Well, the wheel is locked isn’t it?”

“Ah yes, of course.”

We set the bike down on the sidewalk and weave our way into the
ramen shop, two telephone poles swaying back and forth in the
wind. An hour or so later, hot ramen and gyoza in our bellies,
we reach my apartment and set the bicycle down for the last
time.

“Thank you very much for your help,” I say, bowing slightly.
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“No, no, it was fun!”

“Will you be able to get home from here?”

But H-san had already turned around and started walking home.
He acknowledged my question only with a slight backward glance
and a careless wave of his hand.

The price of admission to the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum
is about $1.50 USD. Hanging in the window near the entrance is
an electronic counter that shows the total deaths from the
atomic bomb. The counter is electronic because 75 years later
radiation and related diseases such as Leukemia still claim
victims, who are added to the death total. This system is not
without controversy. Occasionally, someone commits suicide to
avoid showing up in the official count.
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By mid-1945 few Japanese cities had been spared from
firebombing by the U.S. Air Force. In March of 1945, for
example, Tokyo was the target of the single most destructive
bombing raid in human history. The U.S., with the knowledge
that most Japanese buildings were made of wood and paper,
developed a special incendiary bomb made of magnesium that
caused chemical fires that could not be put out with water. The
bombing was indiscriminate and deliberately targeted the
densest civilian neighborhoods.

The U.S. military’s first choice was to drop the atomic bomb on
Kyoto. They wanted to target a more-or-less intact city to
better measure the destructive power of this new weapon, and
there were not many cities left to choose from at this point in
the war. But then U.S. Secretary for War Henry Stimson
petitioned the government on the basis of the number of
historic sites and temples in Kyoto, the old capital, which
would be lost forever. Hiroshima was the next largest, least-
damaged city, and was chosen instead. Similarly, the second
city chosen was Kokura, today called Kitakyushu, but on the
morning of August 9 an overcast sky made the plane divert to
Nagasaki, the fallback target on their list. The next time you
think you have bad luck remember that Hiroshima and Nagasaki
were fallback plans.

Up the stairs to the second floor of the museum, out of the
hell of charred corpses and destruction, and into the present
of nuclear proliferation and disarmament. Past the graphic of
the various countries’ nuclear stockpiles, and above a pedestal
showcasing various ephemera related to the history of the
nuclear arms race hangs a television. On the television, a
black-and-white archival film plays. A black dog is chained to
a stake in the ground, in the middle of the desert, stark
against the white sky. The dog barks wildly, jumping from side
to side, trying to get free of the chain. At first I don’t
understand the appearance of the dog. There is a sudden,
incongruous feeling next to a chart showing the relative sizes
of various Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles.
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Then the shot changes abruptly. A ghost town. No, a
manufactured town. Like a set. Constructed somewhere in the
middle of the American Southwest — Nevada or New Mexico?
Creeping realization. A man, wearing dark goggles and a white
coat, checks a clipboard. Then, in the middle of the desert,
several rows of folding chairs, filled with scientists and men
in military dress. Rows of chairs. Rows of medals on their
chests.

A countdown begins. I realize what is going to happen but I
can’t turn away.

Cut back to the dog, frantic now, jumping and barking wildly.
Cut to the prop buildings, glowing like Monet’s haystacks in
the desert light. Cut to the audience. Some fan themselves with
brochures.

The countdown continues. The audience put on their identical
dark goggles in eerie, practiced unison.

The dog jumps from side to side, barking wildly. Higher and
higher, kicking up clouds of dust that obscure our view.

The countdown nears its conclusion.

Black dog against a white sky. When I close my eyes I still see
it, like the afterimage when you stare into the sun.

In quiet times, wherever I am, and for all the distance between
today and then, while I’m with my family relaxing, at work in a
meeting, alone on the subway underground, I close my eyes and I
can still see it. A black dog against a white sky.

The countdown reaches one, and then time stops. I know it will
never reach zero. I have long been fascinated with the
phenomenon, that if you take a span of time and divide it in
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half, and then divide it in half again, and so on, you will
come closer and closer to your goal, but you will never reach
it, and in this manner infinity lives inside every second.

Epilogue: At the Fuji Grand on Peace Boulevard

After Hiroshima had been wiped clean of almost every building
and structure, the United States Army Corps of Engineers set
about to recreate the city in an American image: an orderly
grid of streets and wide avenues. They only got as far as
Heiwa-Odori (“Peace Boulevard”), a wide avenue that bisects the
city center, before the inhabitants of Hiroshima quickly filled
in the rest with the narrow, winding, organic shapes of the
castle-town streets common in Japan.

We lived about three blocks south of Peace Boulevard near a 5-
story grocery and department store called Fuji Grand. I wrote a
good deal at the Mister Donut cafe inside that Fuji Grand. I
wrote my monthly reports for the Fulbright foundation. I wrote
a screenplay about Hiroshima called Hiroshima Notebook and I
wrote the first 100 pages of a novel called Lucky Dragon Number
Five.

About fifteen minutes before closing time at the Fuji Grand,
Erik Satie’s Trois Gymnopédie: No. 1 would play. This was the
sign that you should wrap up your shopping for the day. For
whatever reason, a quirk of history that I never figured out,
Erik Satie’s Trois Gymnopédie: No. 1 signals closing time at
stores across Japan. After a beat, in time with the piano
music, a voice would come on the grocery store PA system:

お客様、まもなく、FUJI GRAND が閉まります。本日のご来店、真琴にありがとうござ
います。

Dear Customer, in a moment, Fuji Grand will close. Thank you
very much for your visit today.
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For the final few paragraphs, I would like you to find, if you
can, Trois Gymnopédie: No. 1 and listen to it while you read. I
think you will agree that it is the saddest grocery store
closing song ever written.

Now picture yourself sitting down at the Mister Donut inside a
grocery store. You particularly like the Pon De Lion, a donut
made of donut holes strung together to form a circle, or
anything that combines matcha with dark chocolate. The waitress
comes over and asks if you’d like one more refill of coffee
before the shop closes.

You try to remember how many people lived in the town you grew
up in, and you think it was about 50,000 or so. You try to
imagine it, if every single person in the entire town
evaporated in a second. And not just once, but two or three
times over. You try to imagine it, all those people standing in
one place shoulder to shoulder, you try to hold every person in
your mind at once, but you can’t of course, it’s impossible.

And you remember that in the north-western part of Hiroshima on
top of Mt. Mitaki there is a temple and beside it a large
graveyard open to the public. And you remember the feeling of
being in that graveyard in the early fall, when the maple
leaves were changing color, and the smell of the graveyard,
which is sandalwood incense and ripe oranges and sake left as
offerings to the departed, and you remember the cold shiver up
your spine as you looked around and realized that on every
single tombstone as far as you could see in any direction was
carved the exact same date.

The music plays and you are out of time but your writing is not
finished. There is something very important you have to say as
the sun sets over Hiroshima but you do not know how to say it.
On the tip of your tongue, on the surface of the pads of your
fingers that grip the pen, hovering just above the blank piece
of paper in front of you.
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If only I had more time. If only I had a little more time. I
have something very important to say but I don’t know what it
is and I don’t know how to say it. And you’ve sat there, with
your pen in your hand, staring down at the paper in front of
you, a second divided in half forever, and now fifteen years
have passed, and you still don’t know what to say.

But the voice on the P.A. system continues:

Today our commerce must end. But tomorrow we will reopen.
Tomorrow we will reopen and everything will start again.

Luke Chamberlin
Brooklyn, NY
August 2020


